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Sample User Interface Projects
UX/UI for Complex Digital Products
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We are UI/UX experts.

We define, design, and build the front end of 
user-friendly interfaces for complex, mission-
critical apps, sites, and software.
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SCANA Corporation (Dominion Energy)

Bill Pay & Account Management

We redesigned and rebuilt the front end of SCANA’s 
primary customer-facing interfaces with an eye 
toward efficiency, usability, and longevity.

Complete B2C Online Business
Based on thorough user research, prototyping, and user testing, we 
modernized SCANA’s core customer-facing functionality. The effort has 
significantly increased internal efficiency and user satisfaction. 

The new interfaces 
earned industry 
ranking among the 
nation’s leaders 
in ease-of-use for 
online account 
management.
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Regency Centers

Property Connect

We defined, designed, and built a front end that uses 
intuitive interactions to give employees rapid-fire 
access to critical property and tenant data. 

For the Mobile Agent
Property Connect makes it simple for 
a leasing agent or property manager 
to find that single piece of information 
out of an immense database in no time 
flat—no more needle in a haystack. 
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Regency Centers

Property Connect

Designed to funnel complex information from other 
systems into one seamless experience.

A Visual, Scannable Presentation
We created Property Connect to display data from sophisticated databases in user-
friendly views and visuals, removing the need for employees to search and hunt for 
property-specific information.

“I am very proud of the 
impact [Property Connect] 
will have on making 
Regency Centers a best-in-
class landlord. It suits our 
strengths of empowered 
teams in our regional 
offices making great real 
estate decisions. “

 — Dale Johnston
Senior VP, CIO
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Regency Centers

Property Connect / Style Guide

As we do with all mission-critical projects, we built a style 
guide straight into the app. Fully code-based, it is highly 
development- and maintenance-friendly.
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Regency Centers

Deal Connect

Deals in the Retail REIT industry are complex, 
data-intense, and contingent on unique, 
changing situations.

Great UX to the Rescue
We helped Regency envision, define, and create an entirely new 
deal-tracking system that greatly boosts efficiency and productivity 
for the entire leasing team.

“Your best work is the product 
of Discovery. That’s the hardest 
part, and you guys do it better 
than anyone.”

 — Dale Johnston, CIO
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South Carolina Interactive

SC Ethics Filing App

Mandatory ethics filings for South Carolina 
candidates was a hated, frustrating process. 
We made it simple, easy, and fast.

A Better Way
We defined a new-generation filing app that guides inexperienced 
users step-by-step, automating tedious data entry and minimizing 
steps, all while avoiding legalese to speak in clear, human language.

The Candidate Journey. The entire user experience was guided by carefully researching 
existing challenges faced by candidates.  
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American Thrombosis & Hemostasis Network (ATHN)

ATHN / Patient Survey App

An easy-to-use patient survey tablet app 
designed specifically for touch, regardless of user 
age or ability. 

Touch UI for the Masses
Based on scientific data about real-world use of tablet interfaces, and 
tested with real users at the prototype and production stages, this app 
has been built for easy understanding and use. 

Everything, right down to button size and position, as well as each and 
every word, has been tested for optimum usability.
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American Thrombosis & Hemostasis Network (ATHN)

ATHN / Patient Survey App

Users might choose to interact 
with the survey in a number 
of ways. That meant significant 
edge-case testing.

In-Person but Self-Directed
We took something most people hate doing 
(filling out a medical questionnaire) and made 
it easy, even pleasant.
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Shot Response

Shot Challenge / Competitive Marksmanship

We created a real-time competitive shooting web 
application, complete with social integration, 
personalization, and live competition reporting.

Immediate Accuracy
Integrated with industry-standard SUIS software, competitive shooters can view 
and record shot results instantly.
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Shot Response

Shot Challenge / Competitive Marksmanship

Used on-site at competitions, Shot Challenge displays 
perfectly on any device, works seamlessly with Facebook, 
and features our signature ease of use.
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AVTEC (Motorola)

Avtec Scout / Dispatch Software

We modernized an industry-leading app 
suite for a major emergency dispatch 
software firm.

At-a-Glance Clarity
Legacy applications typically suffer from poor usability and 
confusing interfaces. Emergency software requires accuracy and 
speed, all without wasting mental energy. We put Avtec’s Scout on 
the path to stronger usability and efficiency.
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EDENS

EDENS iMap / Mobile Leasing 

We created a robust yet simple iPad app that 
allows leasing agents to show and investigate 
retail centers across the United States.

Maps That Make Sense
The retail game is all about data and location. Our real-time mapping 
iPad app features in an easy-to-use package. We’ve kept the focus on 
the traditional map experience while adding discoverable layers of 
immensely useful data. 
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JM Smith Corporation / QS/1

Sharp Rx / Pharmacy Management

Leading pharmacy-management software 
moves from legacy screens to user-centered 
redesign.

Desktop software deserves strong UI.
Most desktop software is still mired in an old, decaying, client-
server UI model that pays almost no attention to real-world use. 
Despite the need for highly-complex interactions as well as copious 
data input and inventory management, we gave Sharp Rx a clean, 
intuitive experience.

It still works perfectly for advanced keyboard users and, because it’s 
so much easier to use than its predecessor, training doesn’t break 
the budget. In fact, most users pick up the new system right away.
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Bill Sims Company

Award of Excellence 

We defined, designed, and built an innovative 
incentives-tracking and commerce site that rewards 
employees for positive behaviors.

Soup to Nuts Online Business
The Award of Excellence System is a 
unique, personalized incentives site that 
allows employees to identify, retrieve, and 
track  points for purchases in a full-blown 
online store. 

“This site IS our business.”
— Bonnie Sims, Chief Financial Officer
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Bill Sims Company

Award of Excellence 

This robust solution offers full commerce 
functionality along with sophisticated reporting, 
tracking, and user management.

Closed-System Commerce 
The system offers all the familiar trappings of commerce, including 
inventory control, product details, shopping cart process, order tracking, 
personalization, branding, and multi-role user management.

Because the site is a closed system, Award of Excellence also offers 
sophisticated reporting on participation by employees, groups, and 
companies.
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Humana

Humana Games 4 Health

We developed the interface for this innovative gaming site focusing 
on the convergence of healthful living and online play.

Interface Partnership
We worked with Humana and Sapient to develop HG4H, a site promoting 
health through online games, events, and education. We delivered an 
innovative interface that set the stage for the broader initiative.
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